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Let D be a square-free rational integer and e (t+u/D)/2 (t, u O)
be the undamental unit of Q(/D-) with N e=-1, where N is the norm
map from Q(/D) to Q. Then D is expressed in the form D=un+2an+b,
where n, a and b are integers such that n>=O, Oga.u’/2 and a+4=bu
(cf. [6]). We denote by h(D) the class number of Q(/). In our pre-
vious paper [1], we treated the problem of enumerating the real quad-
ratic fields Q(/D) with h(D)=l and 1__<u300 (the cases u=l and u=2
were treated in [3]).

In this paper, we shall consider the same problem, for real quadratic
fields Q(/) with h(D) 2 and I g u___:_ 200.

We note here that the list in [4] is incomplete as it misses Q(/3365)
whereas h(3365) 2.

In the same way as in [1], we have the following theorem..
Theorem. With the notation as above, there exist 45 real quadratic

fields Q(/ D) with class number two for 1_<_u200, where D are those in
table with one possible exception.

Proof. Let d be the discriminant of Q(/), that is, d=D or 4D,
according as D----1 (mod 4) or not. Let Z be the Kronecker character be-
longing to Q(/D-) with the discriminant d and L(s, ) be the carresponding
L-series. Then by Theorem 2 of [5], we have for any y>=11.2 satisfying
ev_d

0. 655L(1, ) d-/
Y

with one possible exception o d.
Hence from class-number formula, we have

h(D)= /- L(1, Z) > 0.65__5
2 log y
0. 655 e(n)-

y(y+ 2 log u)
Put for convenience

g(log u, y)= 0. 655 e
y(y+ 2 log u)

2 log (u/-)

Then g(log u, y) is a monotone increasing function for y >__11.2. There-
fore for any fixed u, there exists a real number c=c(u) such that cll. 2
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and g(logu, c)2. We can take 15. lgc(u)<=16.5 for l<=ug200. On the
other hand, by the genus theory o quadratic fields, h(D)--2 implies D-pp,
where p, p are both prime such that p p.

Further, let q be the least prime q such that (D/q)--1. Then it is
known that h(D) _>__ (log n)/(log q) (cf. [6]). Therefore if h(D)--2, then q>=n
holds.

Hence we searched for the integers D=u2n2+2an+b such that D<e()
and D=p,p2 and q_n, and calculated the class number of Q(/D) by the
help of a computer. Q.E.D.

Details of the proof and the tables of u, D, n, q, and h(D) will be pub-
lished elsewhere.
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Table

(u, D) (u, D) ( u, D ) ( u, D ) u, D )

(1, 85) (2, 10) ( 5, 493) (13, 565) ( 26, 58)
(1, 365) (2, 26) ( 5, 1037) (13, 6437) ( 26, 2173)
(1, 533) (2, 65) 5, 1781) (17, 2165) ( 26, 3293)
(1, 629) (2, 122) 5, 2285) (17, 3077) ( 29, 685)
(1, 965) (2, 362) ( 5, 3869) (17, 6485) 34, 218)
(1, 1685) (2, 485) ( 5, 5213) (25, 1565) ( 50, 314)
(1, 1853) (2, 1157) (10, 74) (25, -3653) ( 53, 1165)
(1, 2813) (2, 2117) (10, 185) (25, 8021) 53, 5165)

(2, 3365) (10, 458) ( 73, 8885)
(10, 5837) (101, 12365)
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